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5. In a munlcipality a ddver can drlve max. at spoed of
a) 50 km.h-l, and if driving on a highway in a municipality oron a speedway in a municipality,

max. at speed of 90 km.h-',
O;60t<rn.n-r,andifdrivingonahighwayinamunicipality,max.atspeedofllOkm.h',
c) 80km.h{ and if driving on a highway in a municipality, max. at speed of 100km.h-r.

1. Tlem rail aisa meana
a) part of the road designated mainly for tram traffic,
b) part of the road, where only traffic of trams and non-motor vehicles is allowed,
c) part of the road designated for traffic of tram, train and other railway vehicle.

2. To atand mean6
a) interruption of a driving for a time inevitably necessary for fast getting on and getting off

of transported persons or for loading or unloading,
b) only such tuming of the vehicle into inac-tive condition that does not exceed 15 minutes,
c) tuming of the vehicle into inactive condition for time longer than the time allowed for stopping.

3, A drlver must not
a) endanger pedestrians crossing the road to which the driver is tuming, while tuming

to a place outside the road, while entering the road and whib U-turning or driving backwards,
b) yield the right of way to pedestrians crossing th6 pedestrian crossing, if he would have

to stop the vehicle for this reason,
c) sbp and stand on tertiary roads outside a municipality.

4. Parallelto the tram laland or protectivo island driving is
a) on the left; driving on the right is allored only if driving on the left is restrained by an obstacle,
b) on the left at all circumstances,
c) on the right; driving on the left is allowed only if driving on the right is restrained

by an obstacle or if it is more safe considering the dimensions of the vehicle or load.

(2 points)

(2 points)

(2 points)

(2 points)

(2 points)

8. A drlver must not make U-tum and drive backwarde
a) at a parking place,
b) in a rebidential area,
c) in a controlled tramc intersection; he can U-tum, if allowed by traffic sign or traffic facility.

7. A driver of a vehlcle that stopped or was atandlng and agaln is drlvlng out
from the edge of the road or sidetvalk, he must not

a) limit the driveB of motor vehiclos,
b) endanger other participants of road traffic,
c) give sign on change of driving direction.

(2 poinb)
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(2 poinb)



8. A drlver must not enter railway cro$ing, if
a) a person taken on to ensure safe operetion of the railway crossing gives a sign for slopping

vehicle by making circular movements with a red or a yellow flag,
b) a p€rson taken on to ensure safe operation of the railway crossing gives a sign by horizontal

waving of his hand with a red or a yellow flag,
c) a white light is flashing.

9. When towlng a motor v€hlcle, ths sp€€d limit ls
a) 70 km.h-r,
b) 80 km.h-l,
c) 60 km.h-'.

10. lf on a atanding vehicle a speclalwaming light of blue or red colour, or itB comblnation
ie on,

a) driver of another vehicle must reduce driving speed; although they must not stop the vehicle
under any condition,

b) driver of another vehicle must increase caution, reduce driving speed, eventually stop the
vehicle,

c) driver of another vehicle musl not reduce driving speed and stop the vehicle under any
condition.

11. lf drlver of a motor vehlcle, that ls compulsorlly flted wlth saf€ty clothlng, stays on
a road outoide the vehicle during emergency standlng, mainly at interruptlon of driving
due to vehicle defect or as a consequence of a traffic accldent, h€ |3 obllged to

a) place a non-dazzling light of white colour 20 m behind the vehicle,
b) wear a safety clothing,
c) call vehicle towing service immediately.

12. A driver €ntering a roundabout
a) has priority in driving (right of way), unless restricted by tratfic sign othenruise,
b) has always priority in driving (right of way),
c) can endanger the driver driving in the roundabout.

13. lf there le a pedestrian on the road and vehlcles wlth right of way (prlorlty) are coming,
a) their drivers cannot limit the pedestrian, if he crosses through pedestrian crossing,
b) he has the right of way over these vehicles, if he crosses through pedestrian crossing,
c) he has to lgave the crossing immediately.

14. The compulsory equlpment of a motor vehiclo of catogory M, N, T, C and Pr are
a) spare bulbs for intemal lighting of the luggage compartment
b) bolts and nuts for the wheel of dimensions designated by the manufacturer,
c) homologized portable warning triangle.

'l5. A vehlcle ie conslder€d to be technically inapproprlate for road traffic, lf
a) catalyser of exhaust gas€s is beyond calibration expiry,
b) there is no blanking sheet on the front windorv that enables at least 50 0/6 permeability of light,
c) some part of the exhaust emission system is leaking, thus exhaust gases enter into the area

for passengers, driver or load or they are the source of excessive loud.

(2 points)

(2 points)

(2 points)

(2 points)

(2 points)

(1 point)

(1 point)
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16. This trafflc sign meana:
a) Method of passing obstacle,
b) Double tum, first to the right,

c) Slippery road.

17. Thie traffic slgn meana:
a) Advanced direction board,
b) Mandatory driving direction,
c) One-way traffic.

'18. This traffic sign means:
a) Parking - parking places with lengthwise standing on sidewalk,
b) No standing on sidewalk,
c) Increased shoulder.

19. This trattic sign
a) informs on the name of the closest municipality

and on the distance to it,
b) i6 an advanced sign in front of a bypass,
c) informs on the name and distance to the elosest highway

interseclion and the number of crossing roads.

20. This traffic sign
a) indicates driving lanes for vehicles according

to their manufacture/s max. speed,
b) indicates the min. allowed speed, at which vehicles

in the relevant driving lanes may drive,
c) limits the max. allowed speed in the relevant driving lanes.

21. This additional table indicates
a) beginning of segment for which the sign applies,

under which the table is located,
b) end of segment for which the sign applies, under which the table

is located,
c) end of segment with one-$ray haffic.

22. Thie traffic sign
a) indicates the edge of the roao.
b) indicates the driving lanes, precedes sign,Lengthwise continuous

line" or wams on dangerous places (tum, inter€ection, etc.),

c) indicates a segment where stopping and standing is prohibited.

23. This trafflc slgn Indicateg
a) an area where standing is prohibited,
b) an area where stopping is prohibited,
c) stop for vehicles of regular public transportation.
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(2 points)

(2 points)

(2 poinls)

(2 points)

(2 points)

(2 points)

(2 points)

(2 poinb)
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24, The second vehicle to drive
around the obstacle will be

a) the yellow vehicle,
b) the blue vehicle.
c) the red vehicle.

(3 points)

25. For this Instructlon
of the policeman

a) the driver of the black vehicle and
the driver of the green vehicle are
obliged to stop the vehicle in front
of the line of intercection,

b) the driver of the blue vehicle,
the driver of the red vehicle and
the driver of the yellow vehicle
are obliged to stop the vehicle in
front of the line of intersection,

c) the driver of the black vehicle
and the driver of the green
vehicle can continue in driving;
if these drivers follow provisions
on tuming, they can turn
to the right or lo the left.

(3 points)

26. The last vehicls to croaa
the Into'3ectlon will be
your vehicle,
the green vehicle,
the red vehicle.

(3 points)

27. The flrst vehicle to cncss
the intoraectlon wlll be

a) your vehicle with the blue one
at the same time,

b) your vehicle with the green one
at the same time,

c) the green vehicle.

a)
b)
c)
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(3 points)


